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Carmageddon 2 windows 10 patch

I can't start the game. Carma2_HW has stopped working --------------------------------------------[symptoms]----------------------------------------------des 7, 8, 8.1, or 10. Give this error Carma2_HW has stopped working --Unstable/incompatible winmm.dll wrapper causes crashing-------------------------------------------- [SOLUTIONS] ----------------------------------------------Try deleting and reinstalling --Try restarting PC--Try
various compatibility settings on Carma2.exe --Try various compatibility settings on Carma2_HW.exe --Try various compatibility settings on Carma2_HW.exe compatibility settings on Carma2_SW.exe --Try using a different glide wrapper (Credit: Toshiba-3) -- Try moving the folder to a shorter path (like C:\carma2\) -- Try the GOG release of Carmageddon 2 -- Try removing some of the extra programs you
have run at start up and in the background like anti-viruses and python scripts. (Credit: Toshiba-3)-- Try disabled wrapper by renaming dlls. (Credit: rc2sm)--Try renaming winmm.dll to winmm1.dll (Credit: Blackhand) or get an alternative version here: (Credit: rc2sm)--Try Using the patch described in this YouTube video this repair will have for Windows 10 64bit (Credit: *KEVY*) music without unstable
winmm wrapper.dll. Use _inmm.dll. (Credit: Black India) Confirms work on the GOG version, may also work on the steam version. [[1] 1. Click here and click on _inmm.dll Ver. 2.38.2. Extract _inmm238 installation.zip and run _inmm238.exe (installation)3. Go to Start -&gt; Find Program Folder _inmm.dll and click on _inmm.dll Set4. Go to the Patch tab and drag and drop carma2_hw.exe from the game
folder into the App window, double-click on the Good (launch _inmm.dll always save original, un patched file with org format so you can change by deleting carma2_hw.exe and renaming carma2_hw.org to carma2_hw.exe).5. Save a part between as _inmm.ini in the original Carmagdon folder (the folder where carma2_hw.exe is located.ogg.ogg.ogg.ogg.ogg.ogg). Do! Now music has to work. If it doesn't
work, try setting up the game by carma2_hw.exe from the game folder instead of clicking on it in your steam library. It is possible that the steam version has a different file structure than the GOG version, so you may have to adjust the paths from Step 5 or just generate _inmm.ini through the _inmm.dll setup - _inmm.ini. You can also try to add ogg files in the method tab - type *.ogg in the free box in the file
type column and select the option in the corresponding row in the playback column - some choices may require additional software installation, such as Winamp.Remember, do not confirm the file from Don't run your steam 2, it made a change in step 4 (and possibly from step 5 or).----------------------------------------------[update]----------------------------------------------*UPDATE* 1-6-15Hey all I've not checked on this
topic for a while but I wanted to say my copy started working out of blue. I had pulled out of it and I accidentally tried to load it up the other day and it worked!! Unfortunately because I had almost been given so much hope on it, I've been documenting all the software changes I've made since I had these problems. The best I could re-collect I made a few changes to my startup processes because there were
things that caused a lot of slowdown. I also had a lot of issues with Python because I was running some Usenet and network server programs. I know at some point I deleted and reinstalled some of those things. If any of you are out there using this kind of software, it could be worth looking at. The only other changes I have made are just basic software updates and Windows Updates. I hope this helps in
some way. UPDATE 10-2-15Possible solutions posted in comments. There is no guarantee other than originally posted by *KEVY*:Here is my fix for Windows 10 x64: UPDATE 9-9-16Rename winmm.dll to winmm1.dllPosted by smrtgi1 9 on GOG forums here can try alternative version here: UPDATE 3-14-17Originally posted by Blackhand:Hey, I've found a way to have music without that crashy winmm.dll
wrapper. Just use _inmm.dll, it worked on the GOG version, I guess it might work on the steam version. So:1. Go and click on _inmm.dll Ver. 2.38.2. Extract _inmm238 installation.zip and run _inmm238.exe (installation)3. Go to Start -&gt; All Apps (or anything this episode is named in your version of Windows) -&gt; _inmm.dll and click on _inmm.dll Set4. Go to the Patch tab and drag and drop
carma2_hw.exe from the game folder into the App window, double-click on the Good (launch _inmm.dll always save original, un patched file with org format so you can change by deleting carma2_hw.exe and renaming carma2_hw.org to carma2_hw.exe).5. Save a part between as _inmm.ini in the original Carmagdon folder (the folder where carma2_hw.exe is located.ogg.ogg.ogg .ogg.ogg.ogg). If not, try
setting up the game by carma2_hw.exe the game folder instead of clicking on it in your steam library. It is possible that the steam version has a different file structure than the GOG version, so you may have to adjust the paths from Step 5 or just generate _inmm.ini through the _inmm.dll setup - _inmm.ini. You can also try to Off ogg files in the Method tab - type *.ogg in free box in column column Type and
select the option in the corresponding row in the column player - some choices may require additional software installation, such as Winamp.Remember, do not run file verification from your steam library in Carmageddon 2, it will remove the change made in step 4 (and possibly from step 5 or). Key points can't use Alt+Tab ↹ while in-game public information official website (archived) official forums
(archived) Carmageddon Wiki GOG.com Community Discussions for Game Series GOG.com Steam Page Support Community Discussions Availability[edit] SafeDisc Retail DRM no longer functions properly in Windows Vista and later (see above for affected versions). Essential improvements[edit] Skip video introduction[edit] Delete or rename video files[3] Go to \data\CUTSCENE delete or rename
mix_intr.smk Improved lottery distance[edit] edit options.txt[4] Go to file location &lt;path-to-game&gt;configuration. Open Options. TXT (steam) or data. TWT (GOG.com). Find the line containing Yon and change the value from 35.00 to 70.00 or more. Entering the in-game settings menu will take the value. The patch[edit] is the latest official patch 1.2 (US) and official Super Patch v2.0 (DE/ES/FR/IT/UK
Blood/UK Zombie) available soggi.org. Game data[edit] file settings(s) location [edit] storage of game data location[edit] storage cloud sync game[edit] video settings[edit] in video settings game. Input settings[edit] control settings in the game. Audio settings[edit] audio settings in the game. Localizations Issues fixed[edit] Left Mouse Button doesn't work after leaving the game[edit] Caused by graphic tablet
software. Turn off the graphical tablet software before running the game [citation required] go to task manager in the Processes tab to select Pen_TouchUser.exe Finish task of removing drivers and software for graphical tablets[citation required] music does not play[edit] music is not played in version GOG.com of Carmageddon II. Rename CARMA2_HW. EXE to something else [5] network [edit] types of
multiplayer connecting a variety of other information[edit] API [edit] system requirements [edit] notes ^ SafeDisc Retail DRM does not work on Windows 10[1] and is disabled by default in Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, and Windows 8.1 when KB3086255 update is installed. [2] ^2.0 2.1 When running the game without high points (run as administrator option), write operations against a location
below %PROGRAMFILES%, %PROGRAMDATA%, or %WINDIR% may be redirected to %LOCALAPPDATA %\VirtualStore in Windows Vista and later (more details). ^ 3.0 3.1 file/folder structure inside this directory reflects the path(s) listed for Windows and/or steam game data (use regedit wine to access Windows registry paths). A game with cloud steam support may store data in
~/.steam/steam/userdata//282030/ in addition to or instead of this directory&lt;user-id&gt;. Application ID (282030) may vary in some cases. Treat backslashes as a forward slash. See the dictionary page for details. &lt;/user-id&gt;&lt;/path-to-game&gt; &lt;/user-id&gt;&lt;/path-to-game&gt;
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